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  This over-simplification might arise from a tendency to conflate structural modularity 
with the functional behaviour of a system. For example, it is often useful to describe a 
complex system using a graph that represents the interactions between components, and 
modularity  is  taken  to  mean  that  inter-module  edges  are  sparser  than  intra-module 
edges,  e.g.  [9,  4].  However,  this  interpretation  of  modularity  is  merely  a  structural 
description of the graph of interactions, and for complex dynamical systems a structural 
description  of  interconnectedness  is  not  sufficient  to  determine  the  behavioural 
independence of one module from another. In general, the dynamical dependence or 
independence of a module from another module is related to how changes in the state of 
one module affect changes in the state of the other. The structural interconnectedness of 
modules  tells  us  something  about  the  likelihood  or  strength  of  immediate  effects 
between one module and another, but it is not necessarily indicative of the extent of 
consequent state changes over time. In principle, one module may be strongly and non-
linearly  sensitive  to  small  state  changes  in  another  module  despite  being  sparsely 
connected.  Other  important  dynamical  properties  such  as  the  number,  location,  and 
stability  of  attractors  may  also  be  affected  despite  sparse  connections.  The  exact 
consequence of interactions between modules is dependent on the exact nature of the 
systems involved – but in general, it is not correct to assume that sparsely connected 
dynamical systems have only small effects on one another’s dynamical properties.  
  A more general concept of modularity derives from the property of encapsulating 
internal  complexity:  This  encapsulation  may  leave  a  relatively  low-dimensional 
interface  with  the  remainder  of  the  system,  but  this  does  not  imply  that  resolving is  directly  opposed  to  the  definition  of  the  modules  themselves.  In  models  of  how 
modularity affects evolvability, can the notion of modularity as the encapsulation of 
internal  complexity  be  retained  without  introducing  the  assumption  of  unimportant 
inter-module interactions?   
  To address this question we draw together notions of modularity in evolvability with 
notions  of  modularity  in  dynamical  systems.  Herb  Simon  [10]  discusses  a  broad 
ranging  set  of  systems  –  from  business  organizations  to  biological  systems  –  that 
exhibit what he calls the property of being ‘nearly decomposable’. He describes the 
characteristics of nearly decomposable systems dynamically: “the short-run behaviour 
of each of the component subsystems is approximately independent of the short-run 
behaviour of the other components” and “in the long run the behaviour of any one of 
the  components  depends  in  only  an  aggregate  way  on  the  behaviour  of  the  other 
components”. The second part of this description explicitly acknowledges the presence 
of  inter-module  interactions,  without  implying  that  they  are  insignificant  or 
unimportant, by using the idea that the details of subsystem dynamics are aggregated in 
some  way.  Simon’s  book  spends  some  considerable  effort  on  discussing  the 
implications of modularity for the evolvability of systems but ultimately his examples 
of  how  modularity  affects  evolvability  do  not  fit  properly  with  this  description  of 
modularity in dynamical systems, as we will discuss.  
  In the remainder of this paper we first detail some of Simon’s examples to introduce 
some of the useful concepts and conceptual difficulties that they illustrate. We then 
describe  a  simple  dynamical  system  that  exhibits  the  properties  of  a  ‘nearly success of the two watchmakers arises in their robustness to interruptions. When either 
watchmaker  is  interrupted  the  current  assembly  or  sub-assembly  being  worked  on 
disassembles.  For  the  first  watchmaker  an  interruption  nearly  always  occurs  before 
completing the watch and all the work performed on an incomplete watch is wasted. 
The  second  watchmaker  is  often  able  to  complete  a  stable  subassembly  before  an 
interruption occurs (and less assembly steps are wasted per interruption) so much of the 
work is usefully retained. The advantage for the modular watch assembly procedure in 
terms of the expected time to complete a working watch is easily quantified for a given 
interruption probability. This, Simon claims, explains why modular complex systems, 
through their inherent stability, are more likely to be evolved than non-modular ones.  
  This fable describes the advantages of stable intermediates in a stochastic assembly 
procedure and here, unlike the lock example, there is a benefit to additional layers of 
hierarchical modularity. However, the assembly procedure is difficult to interpret as an 
evolutionary search process. In the lock example, we search a space of dial-position 
combinations,  but  the  watchmaker  fable  has  no  explicit  search  space  –  neither 
watchmaker  is  required  to  search  for  configurations  that  are  stable  or  fit,  each 
watchmaker knows the correct assembly for a watch or a module without search.  In the 
lock  example  it  is  easy  to  interpret  the  search  of  dial  configurations  as  adaptive 
evolutionary search where ‘clicks’ in the defective lock are fitness rewards that inform 
evolutionary  search.  But  in  the  watchmakers’  fable  such  an  interpretation  is 
problematic.  Specifically,  if  we  imagine  that  evolutionary  adaptation  is  searching  a 
larger space of possible watch-part assemblies and is rewarded by increased fitness for   However,  Simon  does  not  describe  how  this  kind  of  modularity  affects  the 
evolvability of a system. How is the modular system easier to evolve than the non-
modular one? What is the analogue for fitness, or for evolutionary search through a 
configuration space? For example, it does not make sense to make an analogy between 
evolvability and the speed at which the system reaches equilibrium because modularity 
in the heat exchange parameters slows the approach to equilibrium. If this is an analogy 
for a system that might be evolved we do not know how changes in state relate to 
combinatorics that reflect evolvability.  
  Summarising  Simon’s  three  examples:  The  lock  example  provides  a  quantitative 
combinatorial argument for modularity but the modules are entirely separable, and this 
kind of modularity cannot be hierarchical. The watchmaker example has meaningful 
hierarchy but describes the advantage of robustness in a stochastic assembly procedure 
not an advantage of modularity in a combinatorial evolutionary search process. The 
heat  exchange  example  illustrates  a  hierarchical  dynamical  system  with  meaningful 
modularity in the dynamics of the system at several scales, but it is not clear how to 
map this example to an evolutionary scenario where we can examine its impact on 
evolvability. 
  Our  purpose  in  discussing  these  example  systems  from  Simon  in  detail  is  not  to 
suggest that Simon is unusually misguided. On the contrary, these examples provide 
some very valuable concepts of modularity that we can build upon. But they are also 
indicative of a widespread difficulty in reconciling a basic idea that evolvability can be 
enhanced when sub-solutions can be identified independently, with a basic idea that modules per module, and any alphabet of symbols rather than binary. However, it is 
sufficient  to  use  two  equal-sized  sub-modules  per  module  and  binary  states.  For 
illustration, Table 2 lists all 4-bit strings with their fitnesses. 
  Examination  of  these  fitness  values  shows  that  0011  and  1100  are  local  optima 
separated  from  both  1111  and  0000,  (which  are  the  global  optima),  by  Hamming 
distance 2. Thus for the left subset of genes, the most fit configuration is either 00 or 
11, but which of these maximises fitness is dependent on the state of the other two 
variables - i.e. 1< C¢ <C. As this system is scaled-up through successive hierarchical 
levels to 8 variables, and 16 variables, etc., the number of local optima increases and 
the distance of each local optimum to the closest point of higher fitness also scales-up. 
However, as with our example system, the most fit configuration is always one of a 
small number of possibilities (C¢ =2), but which of these is most fit is dependent on the 
configuration of the rest of the system.  These  properties, as before, mean that the 
system is decomposable but the modules are not separable. This modularity can be 
quantified  using  exactly  the  same  analysis  used  for  the  example  dynamical  system 
above but by using the property of interest ‘which configuration is most fit’ rather than 
‘which  configuration  is  most  stable’.  Note  that  this  analysis  applies  to  any  fitness 
function and does not specifically require that there be a direct mapping to the stability 
of a corresponding dynamical system. That is, if the configuration of a module that is 
most fit is dependent on context to some extent (i.e. C¢ >1) but not entirely (C¢ <C) then 
the system exhibits modular interdependency with respect to fitness. 
  In the following sections, we first discuss the evolvability of systems with modular higher  level  of  organisation,  as  exhibited  in  several  of  the  major  transitions  in 
evolution [7, 8]. 
  Compositional evolution stands in contrast to the normal gradualist framework of 
evolutionary processes involving the linear accumulation of random variations – i.e. 
where  the  new  genetic  material  introduced  by  variations  has  not  been  pre-adapted 
elsewhere as a set. Assuming that large random variations are less likely to be fitness 
positive than small random variations, this ‘accretive’ view of evolution supports the 
familiar  assumption  of  gradual  evolutionary  change,  i.e.  ‘successive  slight 
modifications’ [1]. 
  From  an  adaptationist  perspective,  the  important  characteristic  of  compositional 
mechanisms is that they allow the potential for complex entities to be assembled from a 
number  of  simpler  entities  evolved  in  parallel.  For  example,  the  organelles  of  the 
eukaryote cell (and accordingly all plants and animals) originated from the union of 
more than one prokaryote cell [6]. Variation acting in the space of possible assemblies 
of extant entities is clearly a different variation space from random modifications in 
genetic material whether small or large. This compositional variation can provide better 
evolvability than linear accumulation of random variation when pre-adapted genetic 
material ‘relocated’ from one lineage to another, has a better chance of producing a 
fitness positive change than does random genetic material. Several factors influence the 
likelihood of this: not least, the availability of a variation mechanism that manipulates 
appropriate (non-arbitrary) subsets of genetic material – for sexual recombination this 
places requirements on the ordering of genes on the chromosome [11].   
g(0000) = 12  g(1000) = 6 
g(0001) = 6  g(1001) = 4 
g(0010) = 6  g(1010) = 4 
g(0011) = 8  g(1011) = 6 
g(0100) = 6  g(1100) = 8 
g(0101) = 4  g(1101) = 6 
g(0110) = 4  g(1110) = 6 
g(0111) = 6  g(1111) = 12 
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